When QUALITY

matters:For all your FIBC requirements.

Unbeatable service and quality

ISO approved quality Manufacturers and stockists of Flexible Intermediate Containers
(since 1991)

Our Product
We offer any style of bag for the safe, economical handling,
storage, transportation and discharge of powder, flaked or
granular materials. The products may weigh from 250 kgs
up to 2000 kgs and can be made for single trip (SF 5:1) use
or multi-trip (SF 6:1) use.

Bags can be manufactured from a flat woven or circular woven
polypropylene fabric, uncoated or coated depending on the
application and product being put into the bag. The bags can be
made with baffles, special closures (i.e. fixlocks, 'B' locks, choke
chutes etc) and with sift proof seams.

Our bags are used within a number of industries such as
food, chemical, building trade, pharmaceutical, refractories
to name but a few. The bags can be supplied with liners
loosely fitted into the bag or tabbed to hold the bag inside
when the product is being discharged.

Food Grade
Industrial Bulk Containers offer a full range of Food Grade bulk bags. These are manufactured
in clean room conditions with strict controls conforming to
BS EN ISO 14644 (1999) - Clean Room and Associated Controlled Environments.
Customers to benefit from these specialist conditions include Food Processing companies,
Pharmaceutical industry, Animal Feeds Processors, to name but a few.

All staff working in the clean room undergo
intensive training, wear shoe protection,
masks, and overalls to ensure no
contaminants come into contact with the
bags. Air supply is monitored and
controlled to ensure positive pressure at all
times, A vacuum system to extract all dust
is in operation 24 hours a day.
The anti-static construction of the room
adds to the food grade environment.

Anti-static thread is used to ensure maximum protection. All seams and webbing are sewn to the
outside of the bag so no 'bits' can work free from the bag components. Glass inspection is carried
out daily on windows and lights for added protection.

Special Requirements
Q-bags
This style of bag is more suitable and has less bulge than
conventional bags. Standard bulk bags bulge during filling and
often become cylindrical like. With Q-Bags an internal support
baffle is sewn across each corner and helps maintain a cubic
shape. Heat-cut holes in the baffles ensure the flow of material in
to the corners during filling and discharge.
Q-Bags can help reduce transport and storage costs by up to 30%
through better space utilisation.
Internal supporting baffles maintian
the cubic shape.

Q-bags
FIBCs with inner construction are especially suitable for
transporting dry materials.
Q-Bags ensure bag remains rectangular in shape. They save
up to 30% storage space and offer high stability during
transporting, stacking and storing.

Super Sift Proof
The LOW COST REVOLUTIONARY
Intermediate Bulk Container for transportation
of fine powder
Designed so well you don’t need a LINER!
Question?
Are you handling, storing or transporting fine powders?
Do you use liners which give rise to handling problems when filing and releasing product?
Are seam leakages preventing you from enjoying the financial benefits of utilising low cost FIBC?
Would you like a low cost bulk bag with super sift proof seams to hold any dry product?
Are you experiencing problems with seams gaping and grinning resulting in product loss?

WE HAVE THE ANSWER
Low cost 'SUPER SIFT PROOF F.I.B.C.'S’ - totally sift proof so you do not need a PE LINER!
Modern Technology has enabled the development of an advanced style of Flexible Intermediate Bulk Container
that is truly 'SUPER SIFT PROOF’
A double layer, high performance fabric skin and developed sewing thread coupled with specialised assembly
techniques, combine to provide a secure Super Sift Proof cell cocooned within a sturdy Certified F.I.B.C.

Pack with confidence and start saving money NOW!

Polythene
We offer a full range of polythene products from PE liners to
Shrink wraps. We source materials in the UK, supporting
local economies where possible.
We are flexible which enables us to supply the product our
customers need, rather than just off the shelf items.

Our product range include:Liners for FIBC’s - Gusseted, flat or shaped
Side weld bags
Pallet shrink covers
Film on the reel
Food Quality
Gusseted pallet covers
Most film is available in a range of colours.

S a c k s
Included in our product range are paper sacks, hessian
sacks and polypropylene sacks.
From simple coal sacks to laminated paper sacks with liners.

We hold a range of standard polypropylene sacks is stock and are
able to supply specialised sizes either from our factory in Hyde or
from our mill abroad.
Paper sacks are available with short lead times, again we hold
standard sizes in stock but are able to supply specific sizes to our
customers with good lead times.

We provide printing on our range of sacks, should this be
required.
We also have sacks ties available to ensure you get a
complete service in one place from knowledgeable staff.

Container Liners

Container liners are constructed of Coated Woven
Polypropylene Fabric. They are food grade with a
zip discharge.

The Container liners come complete with Kit that includes
steel bars and fixings. The steel bars and fixings are also
food grade.

Size:

235 x 595 x 240cms

Capacity:

21 tonnes

